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The Ladies of Llangollen

1971

eleanor butler s family wanted her enter a convent sarah ponsonby was fending off the unwanted attentions of her guardian all
that both women wanted was to live together and devote their lives to each other and in 1778 they ran away from their
aristocratic homes in ireland to settle in llangollen wales to devote themselves to delicious seclusion and romantic
friendship their chosen path was not an easy one their families disowned them and accustomed to a comfortable life they were
soon in debt this did not stop them transforming plas newydd the little cottage they chose into the gothic residence of their
dreams complete with well stocked library and extensive gardens while dabbling in genteel farming and carrying out a rigorous
programme of correspondence and self improvement their determination to live private lives away from the glare of society was
compromised by their growing celebrity and prominent members of the intelligentsia and the literary and political circles of
the day found their way to plas newydd to enjoy their company and wit and to admire their achievements the ladies lived into
devoted old age caring for each other to the last and became a local legend elizabeth mavor brings these two characters
vividly to life eleanor with her forceful personality french education and crippling migraines and sarah much younger and more
retiring but quietly assertive as well as caring this well researched and beautifully written account examines the nature of
their intimate relationship the relevance or otherwise of the term lesbian and the notion of romantic friendship in the
eighteenth century and later she takes an often humorous look at their tempestuous relations with family friends servants
neighbours and the polite society that they rejected in favour of the very special world they created for themselves

The Ladies

2014-11-11

a tender and imaginative retelling of the adventures of two of history s most compelling women in 1778 eleanor butler and
sarah ponsonby left county kilkenny for wales to live together as a married couple both well born highly educated irish women
the ladies of llangollen as they came to be known defied all eighteenth century social convention and spent half a century
together in a loving relationship removed from the intrusive gaze of the world the fictional eleanor and sarah retreat to
their shared home to study literature and language and enjoy their solitude in an imagined account doris grumbach brings this
gripping chronicle to new audiences with a keen sense of the rhythms and routines of longtime partnership grumbach breathes
vivid life into this fascinating story of a passion both shocking and steadfast

The Ladies of the White House; Or, in the Home of the Presidents

2022-01-17

this history book is an account of the social and domestic lives of the american presidents and first ladies from 1789 1881
the author says in the historical works of the age even in the biographies of the presidents themselves not much has been said
of women who for the most part were powerful adjuncts to their popularity and exerted great influence over their lives this
book makes up in part for that missing information



The Ladies of Missalonghi

2011-03-29

missy wright s mother has been shunned by her family since marrying for love not money now widowed the women live a quiet
existence in genteel poverty plain thin and unforgivably single it seems missy s life is destined to be dreary but then a
stranger arrives in town and opens missy s eyes to the possibility of a happy ending

The Ladies of Mandrigyn

1997-10-01

first in the series from a new york times bestselling author and fabulously talented writer featuring a brilliant mercenary
and his fierce female partner charlaine harris gifted with courage strength and the intelligence to know when to fight sun
wolf is the greatest mercenary in a land overrun by war with his first lieutenant starhawk a woman more deadly than any man at
his side he has laid waste to countless cities taking the best of their treasures for himself and distributing the rest among
his bloodthirsty crew then a woman comes to him an emissary from the town of mandrigyn a lush port city recently sacked by a
powerful mad wizard of unmatched abilities she offers sun wolf untold riches for the use of his army but the captain is not
fool enough to wage war against a magician he refuses her offer but that is not the end of it the women of mandrigyn can be
very persuasive this ebook features an illustrated biography of barbara hambly including rare photos and never before seen
documents from the author s personal collection

The Ladies of the Lounges

2005-06-27

four women are linked by a passion for the same man belson mckintridge a legendary screen idol and notorious womanizer
mckintridge risks everything for one desperate international scam setting forces in motion that will change the ladies exotic
world forever in beverly hills nearly everything and everyone is for sale phyllis mckintridge the beautiful daughter of felix
anhalt a wealthy real estate magnate is married to belson s grandson peter peter is heir to the fabulous mckintridge estate
that includes thousands of acres of choice beverly hills property several houses a golf course and a huge staff of servants
but phyllis must learn the painful cost of love and how fleeting her happiness can be in the face of much stronger forces
marla gilbert is not content to stay home with her two children and wonders if it s truly her husband s business that keeps
him away so much when she throws herself into a new career as an interior designer it opens up avenues of fulfillment she did
not associate with the business world vicky feinstein is a novelist struggling desperately to be accepted by the right people
she grew up on the wrong side of the tracks in the beverly hills and fights her own needs and desires in an attempt to get
what she thinks she wants kept on the outside by the powerful belson mckintridge and the vindictive leslie paxton winokur she
claws her way until she gains entry into their exclusive inner sanctum only to discover it is rotten to the core leslie paxton
winokur used her talent and fierce ambition to escape her life in a small texas town and become the top interior designer in
beverly hills but her many secrets and strong desire for revenge finally destroy her only chance to have what she really
craves here in this golden lotus land of glamour sensuality and seduction these four women share a rivalry and drama that no
other playground of the rich and famous can match and no pleasure or passion can compare to the sweetness of revenge against



belson mckintridge

The Ladies of Beverly Hills

1988-04-01

sometimes fairy toles can come true even for plain shy spinsters like missy wright neither as pretty as cousin alicianor as
domineering as mother drusilla she seems doomed to aquiet life of near poverty at missalonghi her family s pitifullysmall
homestead in australia s blue mountains but it s a brandnew century the twentieth a time for new thoughts and boldnew actions
and missy wright is about to set every self righteous tongue in the town of byron wagging because she hasjust set her sights
on a mysterious mistrusted and unsuspectingstranger who just might be prince charming in disguise

Ladies of Missalonghi

2014-09-15

the real lives of women in britain s country houses

Ladies of the Manor

2015-04-09

the ladies from lily adams beck british born novelist who became the first prolific 1862 1931

The Ladies

1862

reprint of the original first published in 1871 the publishing house anatiposi publishes historical books as reprints due to
their age these books may have missing pages or inferior quality our aim is to preserve these books and make them available to
the public so that they do not get lost

The Ladies of Lovel-Leigh

1981

new york times bestselling author sophie jordan kicks off her amazing new high concept series the scandalous ladies of london
which chronicles the lives of a group of affluent ladies reigning over glittering regency era london vying for position in the
hierarchy of the ton they are the young wives widows and daughters of london s wealthiest families the drama is big the money
runs deep and the shade is real life is different in the ton my husband is a good man just ask all the women he has bedded
wealthy society maven lady gertrude knows how the world works if her husband is less than faithful it s an acceptable price to



pay for her coveted position at the apex of london s most fashionable set no exclusive soirée or lavish ball is complete
without her and her group of decadent well connected friends and this season promises more excitement than usual tru is
launching her daughter into society helping her navigate the cutthroat marriage mart complete with fortune hunters jealous
debutantes and malicious gossips as skilled as tru is at playing the high stakes games of the ton she never expects to meet
her match until jasper thorne begins to court her daughter jasper needs a titled bride but when he meets tru all his carefully
laid plans go up in smoke the attraction between tru and jasper is undeniable and unacceptable to indulge in an affair with
her daughter s suitor would be ruinous if it becomes public she ll never survive the scandal especially as it becomes clear
that he wants more than one night he wants the impossible he wants forever a sizzling story of scandalous ladies irresistible
temptation and the dangers and joys of being true to yourself

The ladies of Lyndon

2023-04-11

magic madam is like wine and if you are not used to it it will make you drunk faerie is never as far away as you think
sometimes you find you have crossed an invisible line and must cope as best you can with petulant princesses vengeful owls
ladies who pass their time in embroidering terrible fates or with endless paths in deep dark woods and houses that never
appear the same way twice the heroines and heroes bedevilled by such problems in these fairytales include a conceited regency
clergyman an eighteenth century jewish doctor and mary queen of scots as well as two characters from jonathan strange and mr
norrell strange himself and the raven king

The Ladies, of the White House

2023-03-28

the ladies of castile by mercy otis warren published by good press good press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre from well known classics literary fiction and non fiction to forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of
world literature we issue the books that need to be read each good press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to
boost readability for all e readers and devices our goal is to produce ebooks that are user friendly and accessible to
everyone in a high quality digital format

The Scandalous Ladies of London

2006

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you
will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america
and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved



reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Ladies of Grace Adieu

1987-11-12

the second of three volumes ladies of gold the remarkable ministry of the golden candlestick continues the comprehensive
presentation of the visions of the king of kings experienced by frances metcalfe and the other members of the golden
candlestick this fellowship of christians attuned to the guidance of the holy spirit shared these visions with others
communicating the essence of their moments of rapture when they were translated into the heavenly realms james maloney a
leader in developing ministers and supporting overseas crusades has compiled and presented a comprehensive collection of the
recorded utterances flowing from the people of the golden candlestick this collection presents eight visions and a miscellany
of excerpts that give a taste of the riches recorded in journals missionaries notes and newsletters the spirit spoke to the
members of the fellowship of believers in the golden candlestick for more than fifty years if you are curious about how their
visions might touch your own life if you desire to know more about god s work in the world or if you are a student of
religious experience then ladies of gold the remarkable ministry of the golden candlestick will reward you for your attention

The Ladies of Castlebrae

2021-04-11

four women linked by a passion for belson mckintridge legendary screen idol and notorious womanizer mckintridge risks
everything for one desperate scam changing the ladies exotic world forever

The Ladies of Castile

1862

lushly evocative of nicaragua its tumultuous history and vibrant present eleni n gage s the ladies of managua brings you into
the lives of three strong and magnetic women as they uncover the ramifications of the choices they made in their pasts and
begin to understand the ways in which love can shape their futures when maria vazquez returns to nicaragua for her beloved
grandfather s funeral she brings with her a mysterious package from her grandmother s past and a secret of her own and she
also carries the burden of her tense relationship with her mother ninexin once a storied revolutionary now a tireless
government employee between maria and ninexin lies a chasm created by the death of maria s father who was killed during the
revolution when maria was an infant leaving her to be raised by her grandmother isabela as ninexin worked to build the new
nicaragua as ninexin tries to reach her daughter and maria wrestles with her expectations for her romance with an older man
isabela the mourning widow is lost in memories of attending boarding school in 1950 s new orleans where she loved and lost
almost sixty years ago when the three women come together to bid farewell to the man who anchored their family they are forced
to confront their complicated passionate relationships with each other and with their country and to reveal the secrets that
each of them have worked to conceal



Ladies of the Lake

2016-08-28

surrounded by the ambitious and the vengeful phyllis mckintridge engages in a desperate struggle to preserve her husband s
fabulous estate an estate that embodies beverly hills outrageous grandeur

The ladies of Lovel-Leigh. By the author of 'Margaret and her bridgesmaids'.

1843

a collection of poems and illustrations of the women in salt seaville who all encounter drastic body transformations

LADIES OF THE COVENANT

2012-04-30

from the bestselling and award winning author of the sparrow comes historical fiction that feels uncomfortably relevant today
kirkus reviews about america s joan of arc the courageous woman who started a rebellion by leading a strike against the
largest copper mining company in the world in july 1913 twenty five year old annie clements has seen enough of the world to
know that it s unfair she s spent her whole life in the mining town of calumet michigan where men risk their lives for meager
salaries and have barely enough to put food on the table for their families the women labor in the houses of the elite and
send their husbands and sons deep underground each day dreading the fateful call of the company man telling them their loved
ones aren t coming home so when annie decides to stand up for the entire town of calumet nearly everyone believes she may have
taken on more than she is prepared to handle yet as annie struggles to improve the future of her town her husband becomes
increasingly frustrated with her growing independence she faces the threat of prison while also discovering a forbidden love
on her fierce quest for justice annie will see just how much she is willing to sacrifice for the families of calumet from one
of the most versatile writers in contemporary fiction this novel is an authentic and moving historical portrait of the lives
of the crucial men and women of the early labor movement with an important message that will resonate with contemporary
readers booklist

The Women of England

1983

an account of the feminist movements of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries focusing on elizabeth cady stanton and susan b
anthony

Volume Two Ladies of Gold

2015-05-05



grace amelia and hannah decide that the last thing they want to do is live out their lives in a group home and so to the
dismay of their children they pool their resources and move to covington north carolina and new lives

The Ladies of Beverly Hills

1983-02

in the late 18th century eleanor butler and sarah ponsonby defied all conventions of their irish homeland and eloped to wales
as a married couple there over many years they forged a romantic paradise from a simple country cottage and a few acres of
land they called it plas newydd the new place eleanor and sarah lived in almost utter solitude when the outside world
eventually discovered them many people journeyed to wales out of curiosity to meet the renowned ladies of llangollen all of
them came away with profound respect for their way of life their love for each other and their courage to be themselves

The Ladies of Managua

2015-10-23

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you
will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america
and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Ladies of Beverly Hills

1954

the ladies of d block are back in this breathtaking finale prentiss has completely become a product of her violent environment
she joined the city girls for protection but now the dorm needs protection from her likewise lisa slips further into the
insanity of her surroundings she becomes a predator in search of prey amanda is in a downward spiral speeding towards rock
bottom a court date is right around the corner if she lives long enough to reach it officer daryl johnson has completely lost
his mind his new found wealth and popularity threaten to swallow him whole chuck stanton is on a quest to save the woman he
loves while trying to maintain his integrity he ll find out it impossible to do both and one will have to go the chaplain
warden and deputy warden each strive for their goals but none have anything to do with the ladies of d block then there s the
death chamber on the cover someone will end up strapped to that gurney before this story ends the ladies of d block 4 starts
now



The Ladies of Salt Seaville

1983-01-01

in a social and cultural study of nineteenth century bourgeois women in northern france bonnie smith shows how the advent of
industrialization removed women from the productive activity of the middle class and confined them to a largely reproductive
experience out of this she suggests they created their own world centered on domesticity family and religion to understand
these women the author argues it is necessary to examine their world on its own terms as a coherent whole professor smith
draws on demographic psychoanalytic anthropological linguistic as well as historical insights and uses a variety of evidence
that includes personal interviews photographs letters genealogical records and traditional archival sources part one outlines
the transition from mercantile to industrial manufacturing that terminated the relationship between home and business and that
separated the sexes according to their respective functions part two concentrates on the lives of the women following their
acceptance of an exclusively reproductive function and shows how the interdependence and fusion of household chores religious
values and social conscience fostered a unified cultural system part three then explores the propagation of this domesticity
by the convent as the primary educational system and by the sentimental novel as the vehicle most suited for an ideological
expression of domestic life

The Ladies of Vallbona

2020-07-07

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you
will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america
and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Ooh la La!

1981-04-01

The Women of the Copper Country

1974



The Ladies of Levittown

2001-05-15

The Ladies of Seneca Falls

1984

The Ladies of Covington Send Their Love

2015-09-01

The Ladies

1895

The Ladies of the Covenant

2020-11-13

The Ladies Gallery

1880

The Ladies of D-Block 4

2019-12-10

The Ladies of Lovel-Leigh

1981



The Ladies of Lovel-Leigh

2016-08-29

Ladies of the Leisure Class

LADIES OF THE COVENANT MEMOIRS
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